
What Makes a Street Great?

Making a street great requires memory, not 
invention.  In the past, streets  supported a 
variety of users including pedestrians, cyclists, 
equestrians, streetcar riders, and so on.  Much 
like the great squares and plazas of Europe, 
American streets were also places of civic 
identification. Today streets serve a more limited 
clientel, advance fewer purposes and lack civic 
vitality. 

Today, streets are not so great. But then, they 
were never designed to be great. As one wag 
put it, in the post war era, streets were designed 
as “sewers for automobiles”.  You don’t need to 
love the analogy, but think of Route 30. 

The Lincoln Avenue Studio was formed to 
investigate the possibilities of making Lincoln 
Avenue a Great Street and to offer a vision as to 
what Lincoln Avenue might become now that 
the last rails of the Ligioner Valley Railroad have 
been lifted.  

The potential for making the Lincoln Avenue 
Corridor a great street is enormous.  The 
corridor’s rail bed, for example,  holds  11.5 acres, 
more than 10 football fields, of community open 
space.  That’s substantially more potential than 
any ”rails to trail project”  could consume alone.  
That’s just the beginning.

As a way of beginning, we can describe great 
streets as having four pillars.
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The Four Pillars

I. A Great Street is Complete
It supports all forms of transportation.

   

II. A Great Street is Green
It compliments and extends the natural world.

III. A Great Street is Convivial
It is a civic place to greet and gather.

IV. A Great Street is Memorable 
It has both a sense of history and a sense of 
place.

Making a street great requires memory, not invention

Back Yard Great Streets
While mystery may be a quality a Great Street 
has, Great Streets are no mystery.  Places such as 
Las Ramblas in Barcelona or the Champs-Elysees 
in Paris have long been recognized as great.  
Great streets don’t need to be “world class” to be 
great.  
Great streets can be discovered in many small 
residential places as well. Consider Lucerne 
Street in Johnstown, or Raymond Avenue in 
Latrobe—a historic, narrow, tree lined street  
that  becomes a half court playground . If we 
look closely, streets that are complete, green, 
memorable and convivial can be found  in our 
own backyards. 



Complete Street
Calm Streets For Drivers: The experience of 
driving on Lincoln Avenue is disconcerting. 
There is a huge gap between the posted speed 
limit, street design and traffic control devices. 
Traffic engineers refer to this as “design 
inconsistency” in street performance.   Basically 
this means that the “messages” that the design 
of the street  sends to drivers are different from 
the messages traffic control devices would like 
to communicate to drivers.
On Lincoln Avenue the 
wide, flat and mostly 
linear road geometrics 
creates a high speed 
“runway effect” 
encouraging one kind 
of driving behavior 
while crosswalks and 
signage suggest  
something rather 
different.  As a driver 
you anticipate overhead 
signalization. On the 
street you encounter stop signs. For an outsider 
it is a very strange experience. That folks might 
be concerned with driver behavior is hardly 
surprising.
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The big shift in engineering thinking has been to 
use street design to influence driving behavior 
rather than letting driving behavior influence 
street design.  This is, in a nutshell, what “Traffic 
Calming” is all about. The big nut in need of 
being cracked is Lincoln Avenue’s  “runway 
effect”. 

Safe Crosswalks for Pedestrians:  This street 
communications mismatch is uncomfortable for 
pedestrians as well, a situation confounded by 
worn, low visibility pavement markings and 
excessive street width.  While Lincoln Avenue 
necessarily divides some of its historic 
neighborhoods from the downtown and other 
civic amenities, the division need not be a 
formidable one.

Use street design to 
influence driving 
behavior rather than 
letting driving behavior 
influce street design

Trails for Cyclists: The “Rails to Trails” potential of 
the railroad ROW is clear. Possibilities for lateral 
linkages to existing trail and trail plans would 
expand the use of both, add additional loops 
and provide pedestrian and bicycle access to 
important community facilities and amenities. 
The street would become substantially 
complete.

Speed Kills

Small increases in traffic speed result in dramatic 
increases in the likelihood of pedestrian death

Traffic Calming Devices:
The practice of designing streets to slow traffic is 
known as “traffic calming”. There are numerous 
ways to calm traffic. Changes in vertical and 
horizontal alignment (curves and humps), 
narrowing road width, land shifts  and adding 
pavement texture, can all serve to calm traffic.  
Pedestrian safety can be further augmented  by 
increasing pedestrian visibility, decreasing 
exposure time, clearly delineating crosswalks 
and providing refuge islands.  Any number of 
specific measures can be used alone or in 
combination with others. 

Public Works & 
Emergency Responders:
We would like to acknowledge that street design 
affects the ability of these two groups to 
perform their duties, and feel they should be 
invited to offer their comments and voice 
concerns early in the design process.



Green Street:
In addition to “Rails to Trails” the former rail bed 
has “Rails to Swales” potential as well. The 
current open swale system could be upgraded 
to a bio swale system, thus augmenting storm 
water capacity and advancing the green street 
features of the corridor.  Street trees can add a 
sense of enclosure to the street thus “calming 
traffic”, create a sense of place (through a sense 
of space) while adding identity and beauty (and 
hence civility) to the street setting. 
Beautification efforts undertaken along Lincoln 
Avenue are civic testimony to that civilizing 
sensibility.    A green street and complete street 
would also be a more convivial street.  
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Convivial Street:
Towns consist of four things; places to work, 
places to shop, places to live and places to 
gather. The great gathering spot along Lincoln 
Avenue is the Old Athletic Field.  The gathering 
places of a town, both large and small, form the 
basis of its civic life.  Opportunities for 
spontaneous social interaction and exchange 
can be increased by providing access to and 
physical support within the Lincoln Avenue 
Corridor. While we think of a corridor as linking 
places, corridor should also have places or nodes 
within them; nodes that support movement 
along the corridor as well as activities in 
adjacent neighborhoods. 

“The contrast of old and new… 
even if they are only fragmen-
tary reminders…will in time 
produce a landscape whose 
depth no one period can equal, 
although such time-deep areas 
may be achieved only in some 
parts of the city” – Kevin Lynch, 
What Time is this Place? 

Memory Street:
Places need both a sense of space (enclosure) 
and a sense of time (history) to remain places.  
The absence or elimination of space or time 
creates a rootless and mostly tedious “placeless” 
human environment.  Traveling Lincoln Avenue 
from south to north is to travel both through a 
place and back in time.  Lincoln Avenue is a 
“time-deep” environment.

One of the extraordinary features of Latrobe is 
how it embodies so much of what people think 
of when the think of Western 
Pennsylvania—football, beer, coal and steel.  In 
an odd way Latrobe seems more Pittsburgh than 
Pittsburgh!  Given Lincoln avenue’s history (and 
evolving role) in transportation, and Latrobe’s 
history with the West Penn Trolley system and 
the Lincoln Highway, celebrating Latrobe’s 
transportation past you seem as natural as 
celebrating her football legacy. The time bound 
qualities of the corridor-- the fragmentary 
reminders of its transportation past-- could-- be 
celebrated in numerous ways, particularly in an 
environment with a pedestrian pace.  

Traveling Lincoln Avenue from south to north is to travel both through a place and back in time.
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Comprehensive Plan, this area was zoned resi-
dential.  However, with the implementation of 
the plan, this area is proposed to be zoned 
Neighborhood Commercial, declaring this area 
mixed use. 
 District B1 is the Strip District, named after 
the strip mall which is featured here.  District B2 
is Steel Town, named after the steel mill that still 
currently residents just north of Hillview Avenue. 

Based on the average daily traffic counts, traffic 
is higher in commercial areas. 

Average Daily traffic Counts:
Depot St to Main St - 4200
Main St to Cedar St  - 6500
Cedar St to Hillsview Ave - 7500

Description:
 For this project, we divided Lincoln Avenue 
into two districts: district A and district B.  We did 
this to help represent the character of each dis-
trict.  Cedar Street represents the divide be-
tween the residential district and the commer-
cial district.  From there, we sub-divided the A 
and B districts into sub districts, which can be 
seen on the left.  
 District A1 is the Brinker Street Neighbor-
hood because of the Brinker Addition, an early 
residential development.  District A2 is the Fair-
way Neighborhood, due to the area being long 
and relatively flat. District A3 is The Great Divide, 
due to the difficulty of crossing Lincoln Ave in 
the section. District A4 is the Mixed Bag Neigh-
borhood because prior to the Latrobe 2010 

A1: Brinker Street 
Neighborhood

A2: Fairway
Neighborhood

A3: The Great 
Divide

A4: Mixed Bag 
Neighborhood

B1: Strip
District

B1: Steeltown
District

Depot St.

Main St.

Fairmont St.

James St.

Cedar St.

E. Harrison St.

Hillview Ave

 Facts about Lincoln Avenue:
Lincoln Avenue is about 1.6 miles long
The width of the one travel lane is roughly 22 
feet when a normal residential travel lane is 
about 9 feet!

Facts about Truman Avenue:
Truman Avenue is about 0.6 miles long
The width of Truman Avenue is about 25 feet, 
however, the road is extremely underutilized.

Lincoln Ave Trail - Part of a Trail System

There are opportunities, as shown on the 
figure to the right, to connect the future 
Lincoln Ave Trail to existing Creekside Trail & 
Legion Keener Park Trail. Creating trail loops 
will encourage use.



The Pennsylvania Railroad took over the line 
between Latrobe and Kingston which allowed 
continued service to the industrial complex in 
Latrobe.  Service continued into the Conrail era 
but has since ended and the tracks were 
purchased by Norfolk Southern.  The last track 
on Lincoln Avenue was lifted in 2010.  
 We suspect, without knowing for sure, that 
the current design of Lincoln Avenue was based 
upon the availability of pre graded “ready to go” 
multiple side rails.  The avenue’s peculiar street 
geometrics—its vertical and horizontal 
alignments-- were originally designed for rail 

rather than personal 
transport.  A substantial 
portion of Lincoln 
Avenue is, effectively, 
recycled rail line. This 
helps account for the 
very generous street 

widths and the seemingly over engineered 
“runway like” quality of the road.  Lincoln 
Avenue--a street for cars--was never really 
designed for cars. This helps explain, in part, the 
design inconsistencies and disconcerting 
driving experience.  

 Lincoln Avenue’s history can be traced back 
to 1877 though the manufacturing of coal and 
coke and the small 10.3 mile railroad that 
connected Latrobe to Ligonier. Lincoln Avenue  
itself does not appear on the map until 1897 but 
it is plotted in 1887 in an extension called the 
Brinker Addition. The Brinker Addition contained 
the Loyalhanna No.2 Mine Shaft, located near 
the present-day Lincoln Avenue Shopping 
Center, which was served by the Ligonier Valley 

Railroad.  The coal company had laid dual 
tracking to serve the local industry.  
  The Ligonier Valley Railroad Company was 
purchased by Judge Thomas Mellon of 
Pittsburgh in August of 1887.   The line had been 
surveyed in 1853, 1854 and again in 1872 but 
could not be completed due to lack of finances.  
The railroad was constructed with used pieces of 
equipment, a secondhand engine and built as a 
narrow gauge line to save money.  

Judge Thomas Mellon (1813-1908) was a 
Scotch-Irish American entrepreneur, lawyer and 
judge who is best known as the founder of 
Mellon Bank and patriarch of the Mellon Family 
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.  
 He was approached in 1877 to finance the 
Ligonier Valley Railroad.   While not entirely 
optimistic about the financial prospects of the 
railroad he thought of it as a good business 
opportunity for his sons Andrew and Richard.   In 
1878 he acquired the land around the 
railroad just west of Ligonier and began the
 picnic park, Idlewild, which was a popular
destination of the railroad.  The tracks are still 
used as a park attraction today. 
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The first passenger to ride what was nicknamed
“The Liggie” boarded on December 1, 1877. 
 The Ligonier Valley Railroad connected the 
Pennsylvania Railroad’s 
main line at the “Y” in 
Latrobe, near present-day 
Lincoln Avenue.  The 
railroad provided both 
passenger and freight 
service as well as U.S. Mail 
service.  It carried all types of freight but most 
profitable were mineral products, stone, timber, 
coal and coke.  In Latrobe, the railroad took on 
the role of industrial switching operation 
serving the Railway Steel Springs plant, Latrobe 
Steel, Vulcan Mold, Stupakoff, Latrobe Foundry 
and Machine plus others.  
  Once the timber and coke industries 
declined, the major sources of freight activity 
were lost and the remaining passenger and 
freight business was not enough for the line to 
continue. The Liggie operations between 
Latrobe and Ligonier ended on August 31, 1952.   

Judge Thomas Mellon 

“The avenue’s peculiar street 
geometrics ... were originally 
designed for rail rather than 

personal transport.”



Complete Streets  
 Currently, there is minimum foot traffic from 
the surrounding neighborhoods of Latrobe into 
the downtown area. Traffic travels at a fast rate 
and cross-walks are at a minimum. Current 
cross-walks are too long creating an exposure 
time for pedestrians which is too great, making 
crossing unsafe.  

Green Streets
Currently, this section is filled with a variety of 
trash and unwanted items. Since there is no 
pedestrian traffic through or around the 
railroad right-of-way, it has become a 
neglected area. The former railroad bed has 
left a variety of stone and metal that makes 
it difficult for grass to grow. 
 Along the corridor there are several 
large drainage ditches to help combat the 
large amount of water runoff that the town 
receives. These ditches are often seen as 
eye sores because they are constantly filled 
with water and collect debris. 
 Along the corridor there have been 
several attempts to “beautify” the street. 
One example of these attempts includes 

Branding is the process a city, region, community 
or municipality embarks upon to change, refine 
or improve what people are saying about them. 
It includes a mixture of attributes that your 
community finds significant or important. A 
community gateway is an important form of 
community branding because it gives the first 
impression of a community or region. In Latrobe, 
there are many great attributes that would work 
well for a community gateway, such Mr. Rodgers 
or the city’s rich football history. Lincoln Avenue 
is in a great location for a community gateway 
because it’s where the downtown begins on the 
northern side and where the city’s two main 
arterial roads meet together. 

“Brinker Street” Neighborhood
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Brinker St: 
“Gateway to the Future”

the planters that run along the entire corridor. 
Despite these efforts, the abandoned railroad 
right-of-way and the surrounding commercial 
properties create aesthetic problems. 
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Complete Street
 We propose the addition of sidewalks and 
crosswalks along the Lincoln Avenue corridor. 
Crosswalks would be added at the intersection 
of Lincoln Avenue and Main Street. Sidewalks 
should also be included along the west side of 
Lincoln Avenue. Currently, the sidewalk that runs 
along Depot Street simply ends without a 
crosswalk or further pavement.

Green Streets
 We propose that the city and 
surrounding community make an effort to 
clean the site and remove garbage and 
debris that has collected in the area. Also, if 
the city could encourage residential activity 
around the site it would encourage the 
residents to become more proactive and 
care about their common space. One 
solution to the water drainage problem is to 
implement bioswales in several locations 
along the Brinker Street section as 
illustrated on the map to the right.
 Constructing a gateway at the intersec-
tion of Lincoln Avenue and Depot Street is 
another inexpensive improvement. Along 
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Small bushes and flowers could improve the 
area along with large bioswales to give the area 
some life. 

with a sign, we propose the planting of several 
large canopy trees that would fill in the empty 
railroad bed and give the area some character. 



Green Streets
The old rail bed near the intersection of 
Lincoln Avenue and Main Street cur-

drainage. The drainage pipe is clogged 

soil erosion. Other areas in this section 
also experience poor drainage due to 

elevation. 
 Elevation 
changes are pres-
ent throughout 
the corridor 
along parts of 
Lincoln and 
Truman Avenues, 
which present 

-
hicles. The intersection shown illustrates the use 

ings are not visible and in some areas, tehre are 
corsswalks on Truman or Lincoln Ave, without a 
corresponding crosswalk on the other street.  
Not only does this fail to meet compliances with 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), but 

-
ans is much too 
long. The wide 
lanes on Lincoln 
encourage 
speeding and 
create dangerous 
situations for pe-
destrians and 
intersecting mo-
torists. 
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 The old rail bed currently contains 
debris, including large rocks and rusted 
parts of the rail line. If this area is to 
become more suited for pedestrians 
and vegetation, it will have to be 
cleared and graded. 
  Truman and Lincoln, paralleled by 
remnants of an abandoned railroad 
bed, do not have an aesthetic allure 
due to the lack of horticulture and 

measures 
taken. The 
sidewalks are 
quite close to 
homes, allow-

to be seen and 
heard without 

-
tween the busy street and residential neighbor-
hoods. 

Complete Streets
 The intersections on Truman and Main and Lin-
coln and Main are too wide. The crosswalk mark-

Sidewalk (6’) Truman Avenue (25’) Abandoned Railroad Bed (45’)

Street-parking (6’) Lincoln Avenue (30’) 1’ Sidewalk (6’)

Lincoln Avenue (Existing Corridor) 
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Drainage
The implementation of bioswales and vegetation along 
the old rail bed can easily resolve drainage or rainwater 
run-off issues. Vegetation in these bioswales partially 
absorbs or drastically reduces the speed of water 
before it reaches outlets, which reduces soil erosion 
and flooding. The removal of debris from the culvert 
along Main Street will also ease the natural course of 
water flow and eliminate water contamination. 
Elevation
Elevation changes 
along the rail bed 
that pose dangers 
for water run-off 
can be remediated 
through bioswales. 
Slopes that pose 
hazards for drivers, 
bicyclists, and pe-
destrians can be resolved in a number of ways. For ex-
ample, the flags mentioned above are in disrepair. They 
can be replaced with solid bollards that can withstand 
weathering and also double as a safety measure for pe-

are placed inside the existing railroad foundation as 
part of a Fairway cooperative program among residents. 
This assists with storm water drainage naturally and 
brings residents into the street, thus creating a safer 

public space—as drivers are more aware of their exis-
tence. The planning of trees in specified areas between 
Lincoln Avenue and the residential neighborhoods that 
border Lincoln Avenue is also proposed. 

“Fairway” Neighborhood
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destrians within the old rail bed section of the street. 
Small and decorative fences can also serve these pur-
poses. 
Beautification
Once the old rail bed debris is cleared, the fairway will 
be a prime area for beautification efforts. With planters 
already in place, all that needs to be added to the beau-
tification effort is some street trees and bioswales. 
Street furniture (e.g., park benches, path ways) will then 

hopefully lure 
pedestrians to 
the area, and 
providing pedes-
trians with 
proper facilities 
(e.g., trash and 
recycling recep-
tacles) will de-
cease littering in 

the area.
Intersection Safety
To comply with pedestrian safety standards—including 
those with disabilities, sidewalk changes in addition to 
other regulatory modifications must be made. Neck-
downs are proposed at the intersection of Main and 
Lincoln. These traffic-calming devices are extensions of 
concrete, which prevent motorists from speeding ex-
cessively around corners. This creates a safer atmo-

sphere for pedestrians who need more time to cross, as 
the street is now narrower within the crosswalk and 
motorists are more likely to maintain a safe speed. 

Crosswalks should be restriped to match with the other 
end of the sidewalk across Lincoln Avenue.  Pedestrian 
visibility is also increased with a more prominent cross-
walk. 

Street Trees
To assist in beautifying the Lincoln Avenue corridor 
within this neighborhood, the planting of street trees is 
proposed within the remaining railroad bed. While hor-
ticulture may require constant care and arborist work, 
street trees and other flora create an inviting atmo-
sphere to a street. In addition, community flower beds 

Sidewalk (6’) Truman Avenue (25’) Abandoned Railroad Bed (45’)

Street-parking (6’) Lincoln Avenue (30’) 1’ Sidewalk (6’)

Lincoln Avenue (Proposed Corridor)

Bike Lane



Complete Streets
This section consists of the area between Fair-
mont Street and James Street.  The main focus 
within this district is the land between the end 
of Truman Avenue and 
James Street. This region 
has the most potential 
due to the lack of devel-
opment and high pedes-
trian activity.  A major 
safety issue the crossing 
of Lincoln Avenue.   This 
is especially a concern 
where Truman Avenue 
ends at Lehmer Street.  
This area is a heavily traveled crossing location 
for pedestrians, as shown by the “cow path” 

“The Great Divide” Neighborhood
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through the grass. There are no traffic calming or 
crosswalk systems in place right now, making 
this part of the street very dangerous to cross. 
Pedestrians also have to climb over the guardrail 

and wait within the 
small section of road 
until it is safe to cross. 
The space between 
Truman Avenue and Lin-
coln Avenue is a vacant 
piece of land where the 
railroad used to be.  Cur-
rently, there is no direct 
crossing between these 
two streets. The man-

made trail indicates there is a need for some sort 
of path to connect these two streets. Also, the 

low lying topography of the section is com-
pletely unused. This section of unused land pres-
ents potential uses that can be realized.

20’
Travel Lane

10’
Travel Lane

5’
Parking Lane

45’
Green Space

5’
Sidewalk

3’
Hellstrip

Street Art
While the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control De-
vices (MUTCD) is not art, pavement markings 
need not be dull.  Engineering standards are, 
after all, de minimus standards. Consider using 
signage , pavement markings and other mun-
dane street features in locally expressive and en-
gaging ways.
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Complete Streets
In order to ensure the safety of the pedestrians 
who cross Lincoln Avenue, we propose to create 
a safe crossing at Lehmer Street. The addition of 
a pedestrian brige and 
removal of a section of 
the guardrail and adding 
a small curb extension 
on Lincoln Avenue will 
make crossing much 
safer and inviting. This 
would connect both 
sides of Lincoln Avenue 
and give pedestrians 
a place to stand safely 
while waiting to cross the street.  The curb 
extension will slightly decrease the width of the 
road, causing traffic to slow down and increase 
awareness of pedestrians crossing the street.  To 
reinforce safety we propose to add a “zebra” style 
crosswalk at this intersection to give pedestrians 
the right away, increase awareness of drivers, and 
secure a safe feeling when crossing the street.  

“The Great Divide” Neighborhood
Proposed Lincoln Ave Studio
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Instead of using the railroad right of way parallel 
to Truman Ave for the bicycle & walking trail, we 
propose using Truman ave for that purpose. 

Since it has extremely 
low traffic, the existing 
Truman Avenue can be 
shared by bikes and cars 
and, once that road 
ends, will transition into 
a path on the railroad 
right-of-way continuing 
down Lincoln Avenue. 

Green Streets
Within our proposal, 

we have an efficient and visually esthetic plan 
to utilize the unused section of land.  The low 
topography of the land is a suitable fit for a 
bioswale.  Not only is a 
flowering, plant filled 
bioswale pleasing to 
the eye, but it helps the 
environment and controls 
water run-off.  

15’
Travel Lane

15’
Travel Lane

5’
Curb Extension

45’
Bioswale/ Bridge

5’
Sidewalk

3’
Hellstrip

Bioswale
 A bioswale would fit perfectly between Lin-
coln Avenue and the proposed path because of 
the pollutants from the two impervious surfaces.  
Additional the benefits of bioswales include re-
duces the need for costly storm water infrastruc-
ture. Aesthetically pleasing, best management 
practice, and reduces runoff volumes.  Good spe-
cies of plants for bioswales include but are not 
limited to eastern gamagrass, cherokee sedge, 
commone button bush, rougheaf dogwood.   

 A bioswale is a type of storm water filtration 
system.  Bioswales are landscape elements de-
signed to remove silt and pollution from surface 
runoff water.  Bioswales are linear rain gardens 
planted with native vegetation that receive and 
absorb storm water runoff from impervious sur-
faces
An additional benefit of a bioswales is that it re-
duces the need for costly storm water infrastruc-
ture. Good species of plants for bioswales in-
clude: eastern gamagrass, cherokee sedge, com-
mone button bush, and rougheaf dogwood.



Complete Streets
This section of Lincoln Avenue features some 
adverse conditions to people using the street. 
Among these issues are cross street distances 
that are very wide, 
crosswalks that have 
faded or have low vis-
ibility, sidewalks that 
are narrow, in disrepair, 
and uncomfortable 
close to traffic. The 
wide cross street dis-
tances are dangerous 
for people trying to 
walk across the street, 
leaving them exposed to vehicles for an ex-
tended period. 

The paint of the crosswalks has faded over time, 
or was not very visible when it was installed, 
making it difficult for drivers to see crosswalks as 

they approach them. 
The sidewalks within 
this street section are 
very narrow and in dis-
repair, and often do 
not have any kind of 
buffer between the 
traffic and people 
walking. This section of 
Lincoln Ave has the 
asset of the commu-

nity park located on James St. and Lincoln Ave, 
which is a great neighborhood asset. 

5’ 
Side-
walk

20’
Travel 
Lane

12’
Travel 
Lane

8’
“Parking” 

Lane40’
Rail R.O.W

“Mixed Bag” Neighborhood
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Complete Streets
We propose to add curb extensions to shorten 
crosswalks and condense the street widths, 
which will calm traffic and provide increase 
safety for people cross-
ing the street. Addition-
ally, we propose to use 
“zebra crosswalks” at all 
crossing, which are 
highly-visible wide 
striped crosswalks, and 
will increase a driver’s 
perceptibility of the 
crosswalk as well as 
give the driver time to 
slow and react to the crosswalk. Also, the reflec-
tive “Yield to Pedestrians in crosswalk” signs, 
should be placed in the center of the street, on 
the dividing line. 
 To support the plan of creating a “neighbor-
hood commercial” zone along this section of 
Lincoln Ave, widening the sidewalk along the 
east side of Lincoln Ave will provide people the 
opportunity to comfortably walk to and 

between businesses. We also propose street 
scape improvements such as street trees, grass 
buffers, benches, and other sidewalk amenities 
to create a safety buffer between people walk-

ing and traffic in order 
to attract pedestrians. 
 In order to accomplish 
the sidewalk widening, 
and to reduce the 
speed of traffic on 
Lincoln Ave, we pro-
pose reconfiguring the 
lanes, reducing the two 
travel lanes to eleven 
feet wide, and provid-

ing an eight foot wide parallel parking lane on 
the east side of the street. The relocation of the 
parking lane from the West side of Lincoln 
Ave to the East side of the street will also pro-
vide separation between people walking 
and traffic. Additionally, we proposed 
removing the parking lot in the front of 
the park on Lincoln Ave, 
providing space for the 

walking and biking trail 
along Lincoln Ave in the 
old railroad right of way. 
Parking could be 
provided  along Cedar St
adjacent to the park.
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Tree 
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Tactical Traffic Calming
There are numerous inexpensive ways to either 
test traffic calming measures in advance, imple-
ment them incrementally or deploy them  “on 
the cheap”. 

Temporary
Curb Extension

Zero Cost
Traffic Calming

Traffic Calming Trial



are no crosswalks or sidewalks on the western 
side of Lincoln Avenue. This intersection can be 
confusing for drivers and is relatively unsafe for 
pedestrians.  The current street configuration is 
too wide for a residential and commercial street.          

 

    

       

 
Green Streets
The existing green space across from the shop-
ping center along Lincoln Avenue is quite bland.  
One can see the remnants of the old rail road 
track that once occupied this space.  This terrain 
is relatively flat; however, dead grass and gravel 
now occupy this space.  Some trees and shrubs 
exist in this space but are mainly dead or look 
bad.  Beautification of this green space could go 
a long way in beautifying Lincoln Avenue. 

Complete Streets      
This picture illustrates a typical intersection in 
this district, characterized by a four way stop. 
There is a wide parking lane along the western 
edge of Lincoln Avenue 
and a large parking lot 
for the shopping center 
on the opposite side.  For 
pedestrians, there is a 
sidewalk connecting the 
residential and commer-
cial zones with street 
crossing facilitated by 
three crosswalks; one 
parallel with Lincoln Ave 
and two parallel to Cedar Street. The crosswalks 
parallel to Cedar Street terminate in the grassy 
area formerly occupied by the railroad.  There 
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Street Art
Things can be 
both beautiful 
and useful, signs 
do not have to be 
utilitarian, imagi-
nation and cre-
ativity should be 
encouraged
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Green Streets
In addition to the construction of the bike 

path, trees along the path are proposed.  These 
trees will help to beautify this space as well as 

give the feel of enclosure 
when on the path.  The 
trees will also reduce 
traffic noise.  Additionally, 
the trees would help 
shade riders and walkers 
from rain, sun, and 
heat.  A bioswale would 
fit perfectly between 
Lincoln Avenue and the 
proposed path because 

of the water run-off from the two impervious 
surfaces.  Also, the planting of bushes between 
Lincoln Avenue and the trail is proposed.  
Planting bushes would serve multiple purposes 
such as reducing perceived traffic speed of 
drivers and minimizing traffic noise for residents 
and individuals on the path. 

Complete Streets  
A new, paved bike/walking path is proposed on 
the site of the old rail road track.  The terrain is 
relatively flat, which is well suited for a bike path.  
The bike trail coincides with the “Rails to Trails” 
initiative outlined 2010 Latrobe Comprehensive 
Plan. This bike path will give bicyclists a clear 
place ride, reduce the chance of vehicle and 
bicyclist conflict, and decrease the stress level of 
bicyclists who were once riding in traffic.
 The implementation of a mini-roundabout 
will not only make this intersection safer, but 
improve traffic flow as well.  Drivers approaching 
a mini-roundabout yield when approaching 
the intersection rather than stopping.  A 
mini-roundabout is more economically friendly 
than a traditional intersection because it 
eliminates the need to start and stop.  Research 

has shown that Mini-roundabouts can reduce 

crash rates by approximately 30%.   
 The construction of curb extensions will 
help to reduce the size of the intersection. Curb 
extensions improve 
safety for pedestrians and 
motorists at intersections 
as they increase visibility 
and reduce speed of 
turning vehicles. Curb 
extensions encourage 
pedestrians to cross at 
designated locations. 
They also prevent motor 
vehicles from parking 
at corners. Curb extensions can be simple 
extensions of concrete or they can involve 
landscaping and street furniture.           
 The alteration of the crosswalks will improve 
pedestrian safety.  A crosswalk on the west 
side of the intersection where the bike path 
will be is proposed.  The crosswalks have been 
moved away from the intersection to improve 
pedestrian safety and to allow sufficient room 

for the implementation of the mini-roundabout.  

“Strip” District
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Traffic Calming  
The practice of designing streets to slow traffic 
is known as “traffic calming”. There are numerous 
ways to calm traffic. Changes in verticle and 
horizonatal alignment (curves and humps), 
narrowing road width, land shifts  and adding 
pavement texture, can all serve to calm traffic.  
Pedestrian safety can be further augmented  by 

increasing 
pedestrian 
visibility, 
decreasing 
exposure 
time, clearly 
delineating 
crosswalks 
and providing 

refuge islands.  Any number of specific measures 
can be used alone 
or in combination 
with others. 
The broad 
challenge for 
Lincoln Avenue 
is to break up the 
road’s “runway 
effect”and  
“arterial like” street geometrics  by creating lane 
shifts, horizontal realignments and a leaner 
pedestrian friendly street profile. 



been made with the construction of flower 
boxes and street trees, the area could be beauti-
fied with additional vegetation.

The “Steeltown” district is primary comprised of 
an underused industrial complex which once 
specialized in steel manufacturing. Located on 
the southern end of the street, it is one of the 
gateways onto Lincoln Avenue.

Complete Streets
The abandoned railbed has potential for walk-
ing and biking, but is currently undesirable due 
to its rough appearance and texture. A wire 
fence runs along the rail bed, which separates it 

from the buildings in the complex. The complex 
consists of two large buildings divided by an 
empty gated area that faces Lincoln Avenue. The 
building paint is in poor condition and is rusting. 

The area between the two buildings is paved 
and contains scrap metal and a fuel tank. This, 
along with the wire fence, makes the complex 
unattractive and a stark reminder of the bygone 
steel era in Latrobe.

Green Streets
Separating Lincoln Avenue from the grass is a 
wide parking lane. This parking lane appears to 
be unused and therefore an unnecessary waste 
of space. This space could potentially be used to 
expand and beautify the vegetated area. There 
is grass along the rail bed as well as a small 
number of trees and a few flower boxes which 
contain tulips.  While efforts appear to have 
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Memory Street
To improve the appearance of the existing in-
dustrial buildings, the painting of murals on a 
few of the buildings facing Lincoln Avenue is 
proposed. The murals can promote the history 

Complete Streets 
To utilize the abandoned railroad right-of-way, a 
pedestrian and bike path is proposed. This path 
will span the length of the Lincoln Avenue Corri-
dor and in this section it will run alongside the 
industrial buildings. This proposed trail will in-
crease pedestrian and bicycle mobility through-
out the corridor. 

The addition of several benches is proposed 
along the trail to provide bicyclists and pedestri-
ans with points to stop and rest.  Resting points 
are an Important to this trail as it will connect to 

the larger surrounding trail network. These rest 
areas can also serve as gathering points for area 
residents.
To reduce traffic speed and increase safety in 

this section of the corridor, a midblock exten-
sion is proposed. This extension will utilize the 
unused parking lane on the industrial side of the 
road. By extending the curb, it will increase the 
area for planting street trees and flowers. 

of the Latrobe area by illustrating items of his-
torical significance, such as the steel-making in-
dustry and football. The painting of these murals 
can involve input from the community and will 
serve as a neighborhood building activity.

Green Street
The planting of street trees along the Lincoln 
Avenue corridor will create a sense of enclosure 
and serve as a separation between the trail and 
the road.  Additional planter boxes will enhance 
current planting efforts.  A combination of trees, 
shrubs, and flowers provides a variety of plants 
that bloom at different times throughout the 
year. The addition of plants will contrast against 
the industrial buildings and will work to make 
the area more inviting.
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